
The Binary Options 
Trading Guide 

 

Whether you are trading binary options for the first 
time or you have some experience in the market this 
binary options guide will simply explain how I have 
achieved profits. 

2013 has been a very good year for me. I started to 
earn steady gains in binary trading, I started this 
website and I had my first child (a beautiful girl). Here 
is the break down of what I will be covering in the 
binary guide. 

 My monthly profit break down using the methods explained in this guide. 

 Choosing the right binary options broker. 

 Starting with a binary options signal provider/software to learn and start gaining profits. 

This guide is very simple, I use one broker and one software to achieve my 
profits. Whenever I get involved in any sort of investment my first goal is to profit 
within the first month. My main goal in this guide is to make sure that you can 
profit in the first month and then grow the profits as you learn on the go (while 
you earn). 

This isn’t an intensive process, it’s a GET UP AND GO! 

My Binary Profits 
Here is a monthly break down of my earnings showing how many trades I take 
and the profit I gained from those. 

Starting deposit: $1000 

Risk per trade: $25 
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1. January: 13 Trades placed. +$362.50. 

2. February: 21 Trades placed. +$531.25 

3. March: 12 Trades placed. +$525.00 

4. April: 24 Trades placed.  +$637.50 

5. May: 9 Trades placed. +$218.75 

6. June: 17 Trades placed. +$418.75 

7. July: 21 Trades placed. +$918.75 

8. August: 16 Trades placed. +$355.00 

9. September: 14 Trades placed. +$437.50 

Total: $5405 

I will add new months as the results come in. 
  

My main focus recently are hourly signals, I’m really starting to get a feel for 
these. For this test I wanted to start with a small deposit, risk a minimal amount 
of funds and double my deposit every couple months to show my readers that 
this is plausible. 

When I started I never expected results this great, but I am very happy with the 
winning percentage, and the very fact that I have not had a losing month this 
year. 

So How is This All Possible? 

Well as a BinaryToday.com reader you have probably come across a few of my 
reviews and likely found them to be scathing. I find a lot of bad products in this 
market and I call it how I see it. 

There are however some systems in this market that I am currently testing and 
using that help me profit daily. 

For this test I only used one binary software and one binary broker. It is just a 
2 step process. 

Step 1. The Broker I Trust 
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I’ve certainly gone through a handful of brokers but 
for this test I wanted to make sure the broker I used 
was compatible with the binary options software. 
Here are the important specifications: 

Minimum deposit: $300 

Payouts: 80% 

Assets and Times: All that are required 

Using this broker I have managed to take my $1000 deposit and turn it into over 
$5000. I have done withdrawals every month and received all of my funds quickly. 

Click Here To Sign Up With The Trusted Broker  

Signing up is simple and is an easy process to start the journey. 

Taking The Plunge 

Over the years I have helped countless friends and family get invested in binary 
options. This year I’ve been signing them up to brokers and getting them 
connected with the right binary options signal providers to get earning quickly. 

It’s all about making the right decisions and not holding yourself back. 

From now on I can just give this guide to my friends and have them follow this 
step by step. 

Let me get into the fun part now, the software I used in this test. 

Step 2. The Binary Options Bullet 

The software I used for this project is none other than 
the Binary Options Bullet. 

What I love about this system is it’s simplicity. There is actually a video that 
shows exactly how it works. I suggest watching this short video: 

You can receive signals via email on your phone and place trades whenever is 
convenient to you and each signal comes with a potential winning %. 
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This software is updated regularly for free and is only a one time free of $67.99 
with no extra charges or fees. 

Download Binary Options Bullet  

Final Thoughts 

I hope that this guide is the first step in long and successful foray in binary 
options trading. The binary options bullet and citrades method is one that I have 
had success with and I plan on providing more winning methods in the future. 

Make sure that you bookmark this page, follow the steps and start winning today. 

You can be up and running in under 30 minutes with your new investment. 
Thanks for reading and please come back to Binary Today soon. 
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